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Reflection Series 

It is difficult to think of a more iconic collaboration between artists and department stores than the one that went 
on for decades at Bonwit Teller, which commissioned emerging and established artists to design their window 
displays. The standpoints and approaches were as varied as the artists involved. In 1936, for example, Salvador 
Dalí was appointed to design two window displays representing “Night” and “Day”. The latter was based on the 
Narcissus myth, displaying various reflecting surfaces, mirrors, held by arms protruding from the walls, and the 
water in a bathtub for instance. Dalí’s proposition shocked Bonwit Teller’s clients, who requested Dalí’s design be 
changed or cancelled. Ultimately, the manager quickly amended the display without warning the artist. An unholy 
scene followed as an enraged Dalí fell down while trying to reposition the bathtub, only to smash the shop’s 
window with it. His subsequent arrest didn’t last long at least. Leading Dalí to observe: “These are some of the 
privileges that an artist with temperament seems to enjoy.” (1) 

Attempts to display an artist’s individual genius - and temperament - at Bonwit Teller’s window display were 
abandoned in the years after the Dalí incident, turning the commissions into a purely commercial service. 
Emerging artists such as James Rosenquist and Robert Rauschenberg designed the displays of Bonwit Teller, 
Tiffany, and Bloomingdales to sustain their artistic careers, splitting this commercial endeavour from their artistic 
practices. Such transactional work was a means of survival rather than an aesthetic choice, until a then-unknown 
Andy Warhol formulated the notion that artistic genius and consumerism need not be kept discrete, as both are 
governed finally by the same ideology: capitalism. In keeping with Warhol’s dictum that “art is advertising”, a 
gallery exhibition doesn’t differ that much from a window display; it turns whatever is on display into a 
consumable product.  

The complicated relationship between commercial and artistic work has continued to transform over the ensuing 
decades. The collective K-Hole skipped over the traditionally “acceptable” jobs for artists - e.g. assistants to 
higher profile artists, teachers, physical labourers, bartenders, retail work, or food service work (2) - to create a 
hybrid practice offering a series of trend forecasting reports during the early 2010s. Greg Fong, Sean Monahan, 
Emily Segal, Chris Sherron, and Dena Yago expressed awareness of “the immediacy of recuperation, 
survivalism, and the deep-rooted anxiety brought on by the recession and student debt” (3), as well as the need 
to adopt critical distance in an increasingly discouraging landscape of cultural production. As Yago points out, 
artists who aren’t backed up by a privileged background or commercial success usually engage a strategic split 
between commercial and autonomous approaches. Isn’t this conception of a clean separation more delusional 
today than ever though?  

Commercial language and self-realisation merge in Antonia Breme’s practice, too. Her years of experience as a 
window display designer have imbued her artistic position (and vice versa), making it difficult to spot where one 
component of her practice begins and the other ends. Her sculptures often look like display elements; yet, at 
times, the resemblance is a mere hint. Other times, the sculptures serve a function in the shop window, the 
inherently commercial nature of which, thus, gets hacked, in order to create structures of support and “relations 

of solidarity” (4).  

For each iteration of Breme’s “Reflection Series” at New Toni, her display brings together different positions from 
other artists, all of whom relate to each other in a “cumulative sum” of words, ideas, and objects. In doing so, 



Breme allows holistic interactions, which wouldn’t happen if every perspective were shown independently. Unlike 
Dalí’s “branchy” arms, and his display referencing narcissism, and the singular artist's voice, Breme’s sculptural 
displays reflect a multiplicity of expressions together, and acknowledge the survivalist, interdependent, and 
entangled nature of contemporary art and its practitioners. Breme knows that vanity is unavoidable in the context 
of a window display, and that the viewer’s gaze often gets short-circuited by the contemplation of their own 
reflection in the glass. But, should the gaze manage to penetrate beyond the surface, the viewer would perceive 
that other hybrid forms of art production and display are possible.  
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